A. Complete each sentence below by writing the missing preposition.

1. Papa tossed the flying machine ______________ the air.

2. Reuchlin and Lorin looked down ______________ Orv and Will’s new hobby.

3. Will sold kites to the other kids ______________ school.

4. Orv and Will built their first craft ______________ the bicycle shop.

5. However, the Flyer was so big, they had to build it ______________ the shop.

6. They tacked their plans ______________ the wall.

7. He hopped ______________ the plane’s body.

B. Underline the prepositional phrase in each of the sentences below.

8. Orv and Will took weeks preparing for their first flight.

9. On December 14, 1903, the Flyer rattled down the track.

10. Will flew the aircraft fifteen feet above ground.

11. Orv watched the flight from the ground below.

12. One day, human beings would fly around the world.

13. They kept the plans in a safe place.

14. The crowd stood in place.

15. The plane stayed above the ground.